Let F be a field and {U a :aeA} be a finite set of vector spaces over F. Let (U,t) = (<g)(U a :aeA),t) be a tensor product. Then U is a vector space over F, t: Π (U a : a e A) -> U is multilinear and, for any vector space V over F and multilinear map /: Π (U a : a e A) -> V, there is a unique linear transformation g: U -*V such that g ί = /. The decomposable tensors of U are defined to be the vectors t (J[ (u a : a e A)), denoted by ®(u α : a e A), where u a e U a for aeA.
The proofs of the main theorems are based on the purely combinatorial results of the following section. 2* Adjacency preserving functions* In this section we define the adjacency preserving functions and find a decomposition theorem for them.
Let A be a nonempty finite set and for each aeA let S a be a nonempty set. If J is a nonempty subset of A we let pj denote the projection of Π (S a : aeA) onto Π (S α : aeJ). If J -{α} we write p a for pj.
For each J Q A we define an equivalence relation, denoted by ΞΞ(mod J), on ΐ[ (S a : ae A) by setting x = y (mod J) if and only if ί>a(ώ) = Pa(v) for all α e A\J. If X g Π (S a : a e A) is a nonempty subset of equivalent elements relative to Ξ(mod J) then we call X a J-subset. If J = {α} is a singleton we use α-subset for J-subset. We note the following 2.1. LEMMA. A subset X s Π (S α : αei) is <m equivalence class relative to ~ (mod J) i/ cmd o^i^/ ΐ/ ^(X) = Π (S a : ae J) and p a (X) is a singleton for each a e A\J.
The equivalence classes will be called maximal J-subsets. (Y) .
Then the maximal J-subsets X { for which P αi (X, ) = p aj (Y) (S a 
Proof. Let ce A and let X be a maximal c-subset of Π (S a : a e A). Then f(X) is a d-subset of J [(R b :beB) for some deB, where d depends on c and X. For, let x x and x 2 be distinct elements of X and let d e B be that element of B for which
Suppose the contrary. Then, from Lemma 2.2 it follows easily that there is a pair of maximal c-subsets X and Y for which Xadj Γ(mod{c}) and σ(c, X) = d γ Φ d 2 = σ(c, Y) . Let c' be the unique element of A for which p c ,(X) Φ p c ,{Y). Let q: X -> Y be defined on each x e X by p a (Q(%)) = p a (%) i£ a Φ C and
Then q is one-to-one, onto, and for each xeX the pair x and q(x) are adjacent. Since S c has at least three elements there are at least two elements xeX such that p dχ {f{x)) Φ P and of these, at least one for which p d2 (f(Q(x) )) Φ p d2 (f(X)). Now, for any x e X satisfying both of these inequalities, f(x) and f(q(x)) are not adjacent, contrary to the hypothesis on /. Therefore er(c, X) is independent of the c-subset X and so σ(c) = σ(c, X) is a well defined function satisfying the conclusion of the lemma. Then f x is well defined since (pj \ X) is a one-to-one function from X onto Y[(S a : ae J). We prove that f x = f γ for any two maximal J-subsets X and Y. Suppose the contrary. Then, from Lemma 2.2, it follows that we can choose maximal J-subsets X and Y such that X adj F(mod J) and f x Φ f γ . Let a f e A\J be that element for which
PAX) Φ Pa>(Y). Choose s e Π (S a : aeJ) such that f x (s) Φ f γ (s). Let x = (p,j i X)~[(s) and y = (pj \ Y)~ι(s). Then xe X and y e Y are a pair of adjacent elements of Π (S a : a e A). If we let
For each i we set f { -f x where X is any maximal ^-subset of Π ( 
It Proof. The statements (1) and (2) . We also assume that άim(U a ) ^ 2 and that A, B are finite sets. We let T: U ->W be a linear transformation mapping nonzero decomposable tensors into nonzero decomposable tensors.
Let S a and R b be the sets of one dimensional subspaces of U a and W b respectively. We define a function /: Π (S a : a e A) -> Π (Rb' be B) as follows. Let x a e U a be nonzero and let T(® (» β : a e A)) = ®(2/ 6 :6 6 £). Let ^eΠ(S α :αG4) and yeJ [(R b :beB) such that p α (&) = <α; α > and P&(2/) = <J/δ>. We set /(x) = y and note that by the above lemma, / is well defined. We prove next the 3.2. LEMMA. The function f above is an adjacency preserving function.
Proof. Let u,u' eJl (S«: a e A) be adjacent and choose x a , x' a e u a such that p a (u) = <£ α >, p a (v>') = <X>. Let x -0 ($ β : α e A) and &' = 0 «: α e A). Then, by (2)(b) of Lemma 3.1, x 4-x* is a decomposable tensor and by (2)(a) we have that <#> Φ <#'>. Let j/ = Γ(a?) = 0 (y 6 : δ G J5) and #' = T(x') = 0 (#J: 6 e 5). Then # + y' is a decomposable tensor. Let w,w'eΐ[(R b :beB) be such that p b {w) = <j/ 6 > and Pb(w') -<\Vb} Then w and w' are either adjacent or equal. If they were equal then y -ey' for some ee F, from which we get T(x -ex') = 0, a contradiction since x -ex' is a nonzero decomposable tensor for all eeF. 
DEFINITION. For each
If x e U is a decomposable tensor then T(x) = e x T'(x) for some e x eF, and therefore it follows that T = eT' on all of U for some eeF.
THEOREM. A decomposable tensor preserve of U onto itself has the form (g) (T a : ae A) where T a : U a -> U σ{a) is an onto nonsingular linear transformation and σ: A -> A is a permutation.
Proof. Let /: Jl(S a :aeA)-> Π (S a : a e A) be the adjacency preserving function induced by the decomposable tensor preserver and let σ: A -> A be the function induced by /. Then the image of Π (S α : a e A) under / has the form Π (Qa' aεA) and therefore the image of U is spanned by elements (g) (u a : a e A) where u a belongs to the smallest subspace of U a which contains all the subspaces making up Q a . Since dim(Z7 α ) ^ 2 and the tensor preserver is assumed to be onto, no Q a can consist of only one element. Therefore σ is a permutation. The theorem now follows from Theorem 3.4. That T a is onto and nonsingular is clear. Proof. We prove that σ is a permutation. By Theorem 3.4, T = My'iT,^ 0 Γjfc)-^ where the domain of T, is V, = 0(U tt : α e A,) and Aί = o"\a i ) for some α^ei. For each a e A i? K contains a subspace with dimension equal to dim (C/ α ) which consists of decomposable tensors only. It follows that U av which is the range space of Vi under T i9 has dimension at least as large as the maximum of the dim(f7 α ) for aeA it Therefore, for each αeA, dim(U a ) ^ dim (U σ{a) ). Suppose that σ is not one-to-one. Of those ae A for which σ~\σ(a)) consists of at least two elements, choose one, say 6, for which dim This contradicts the choice of b. Now, σ(b) e σ(A) so that σ(b) = at for some i and T { : Vi-+U a .. By Theorem 3.7, J*f{U a ?) contains a nonsingular subspace with dimension at least two. This is impossible since F is assumed to be algebraically closed (for nonsingular C and D, C -eD is singular for any eigenvalue e of D~ιC). Therefore σ is a permutation and the theorem follows from Theorem 3.4. Mathematical papers intended for publication in the Pacific Journal of Mathematics should be typewritten (double spaced). The first paragraph or two must be capable of being used separately as a synopsis of the entire paper. It should not contain references to the bibliography. Manuscripts may be sent to any one of the four editors. All other communications to the editors should be addressed to the managing editor, Richard Arens at the University of California, Los Angeles, California 90024. 50 reprints per author of each article are furnished free of charge; additional copies may be obtained at cost in multiples of 50.
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